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“With more public leisure centres and swimming pools
being run out-of-house by external companies, the
standard of these facilities may improve. All the signs are
there for increased usage; both consumers and the
Government appear to be placing greater focus on leading
active lives which should benefit leisure centres.”
– Helen Fricker, Senior Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Are wellness hubs the answer to increasing leisure centre use and public health?
Should public leisure facilities try and replicate boutiques and private health and fitness
clubs?

There was a drop in the number of public swimming pool and leisure centre sites in 2016 as fewer
opened than closed. In-house operation of public leisure centres continues to decline with Local
Government Association (LGA) share of management of sites falling.
Both consumers and the Government appear to be placing greater focus on leading active lives. The
gap between public leisure centres and private gyms in terms of quality of facilities is closing so this
should also benefit public sites. Investments being made should help to drive the value of the industry
back up after the dip in 2017.
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There is an opportunity for public leisure venues to partner with other services such as retail and
beauty. However the most beneficial development for the UK population would be to roll out wellness
hubs that combine leisure and other key public services such as GPs and libraries.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Greenwich Leisure Limited
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Sports and Leisure Management Ltd
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Figure 19: Sports and Leisure Management Ltd key financials, 2013-16
Places for People Limited
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Fusion Lifestyle
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Parkwood Leisure Limited
Figure 22: Parkwood Leisure Limited key financials, 2014-16
Freedom Leisure
Serco Leisure Operating Limited
Figure 23: Serco Leisure Operating Limited key financials, 2012-15
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Membership Consideration
Two in three interested in joining a public leisure centre or swimming pool
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Figure 29: Interest in public leisure centre and swimming pool membership types, July 2017
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Wi-Fi and latest tech in demand
Figure 30: Attitudes towards media and technology in leisure centres and swimming pools, July 2017
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